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While we can talk about the various reasons for assessing students, ultimately we assess to determine 

what students have or have not learned and how we can use that information to inform our instruction.  

To make these kinds of decisions, we need to collect high-quality, cost-effective assessment data and 

document it in such a way that we can analyze, review, and reflect.   

Documenting results is a natural part of our day-to-day efforts in classroom assessment.  Most of us 

readily record results of activities, assignments, and tests.  Documenting observations can also be a way 

to move from recollection and its potential errors to a formal collection of anecdotal evidence that 

provides a more robust understanding of student learning and instructional effectiveness.  Such 

documented anecdotes support decision-making in a variety of ways, including the following: 

 Providing understanding or clarification as to why student performance is what it is 

 Recognizing a pattern of behavior or pattern of learning barriers 

 Determining appropriate letter grades for “border-line” students 

 Assisting with the development of letters of recommendation 

Evidence of course, discipline/program, and institutional assessment are also collected and documented 

so that decision-making can be similarly supported at these levels. Such documentation builds collective 

understanding of the knowledge and skills carried from course to course, through program completion, 

and into the next steps of students’ academic and professional lives. Although most academic units 

consistently engage in assessment efforts, fewer than 25% were uniformly documenting course 

assessment centrally prior to Fall 2010. Since then, the quantity and quality of course-level 

documentation has improved, and by Spring 2011, documentation involved the efforts of 80% of the 

academic units. With the help of academic chairs and many faculty members, more data are now readily 

available to support decision making in our collective efforts to provide rigorous programs of study for 

RVC students.  
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